
Part B  

Summary of what you changed: 

Change 1: 【line 40-41, line 88-89】Add a new screen serving as a medium page between 

where search takes place and where the optimal result is selected. (See picture 1) 

Change 2: 【line 35-36, line 91-92】To make sense in the screen sequence: only when the first 

search box is typed in with a place address confirmed there, the second search box will be able 

to jump to the third screen of picture 3, with the first text box filled with contents from first 

search box, and second text box still waiting for users to type in (as empty as the second search 

box from the map’s screen). Otherwise, clicking on the search button will only take the user to a 

single place search options with no directional message(instead of the previous design from 

homework 2 that clicking on the arrow button will still show the directional results page). Or if 

the user clicks the arrow button next to the first search box, it is assumed the user want to go 

from his current location to the place he typed in. If the user tries to type in things only in the 

second search box and hit the search button, it will also take the user to the 3rd screen in 

picture 3, but with the first text box empty and the second input box filled with what users 

typed in from the second box. This is to make sense of the search boxes and the text box in the 

results page. From the later, users can always alter the places’ addresses they want to find. (See 

picture 2) 

Change 3: 【line 55-60, line 62】Add a go back button to return to the previous page on the 

map routes page, which marks all the possible options directly on the map. (See picture 3) 

Change 4: 【line 57-59, line 109】Add an informative area to the bottom to indicate the time 

information, as well as a succinct description of the route option. (See picture 3) 

Change 5: 【line 128-130, line 23-24, line 30】Show the result on the map without magnifier by 

default. But user can still utilize the magnifier by clicking on the magnifier button from 

information box to the bottom. They can hide the magnifier by clicking the “close” button on 

the preview pane as well. (See picture 3) 
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